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As this is the first Monday of the month, please consider sharing or re-sharing highlights from the 
Monthly Kick-O�, and if appropriate, monthly video.

Paper Lanterns: construction paper, glue sticks, rulers and pencils; Plastic Bottle Lanterns: empty soda 
and/or water bottles without the label and the top cut o� (one per student); hole punchers; wire or yarn 
(about 12” per student); tissue paper; permanent markers; glue/water mixture or Mod Podge; Sponge 
brushes; bowls for mod podge; shape punches (optional); washing station; battery-operated tea 
LIGHTS. 

Total Prep Time: 15+ minutes. This activity will/may take more than 15 minutes of prep time. 

HOPE LANTERNS Students create lanterns that contain their hopes. ***This art activity requires a 
number of supplies and a bit of planning. There are two options for the lanterns: Option A – paper 
lanterns and Option B – plastic bottle lanterns. You may also be inspired to create something di�erent.

WEEK 1

GOALS FOR THE WEEK
• Identify ways to maintain our personal light while sharing it with others.
• Actively serve those in our neighborhoods to show appreciation and o�er hope.
• Discover how our individual and collective light can lift people, communities, and our world.
• Understand how LIGHT UP THE ROOM is an important part of this month’s theme, MONDAY 
 GETS HOPEFUL.

15+
MIN



1) SHARE THE NAME OF THIS ACTIVITY WITH STUDENTS: HOPE LANTERNS

STUDENT ACTIVITY:
HOPE LANTERNS

• What does the word HOPEFUL mean to you?
- Possible answers: Optimistic wish, desire for something in the future, a LIGHT at the end of the tunnel,  
 wanting something to happen.
• When do you HOPE for things in your life?
• How has someone else’s HOPE in you changed your life?
• What are some things you HOPE for right now?
- Why do you HOPE for those things?
- What, if anything, could make those HOPES a reality?
- How can you maintain HOPE or positivity even if that thing doesn’t happen?
• What are some ways we can express HOPE to others?
- When do you think it’s appropriate or helpful to express that HOPE?
- How does that expression help them find LIGHT in their lives?
• Have you ever made a LANTERN before?
• How is a LANTERN’S LIGHT like our own LIGHT?
• In what instances or places could you use a LANTERN to give LIGHT?
• In what instances might you use your own inner LIGHT for the benefit of others?
• How might writing down our HOPES help us mentally and emotionally?
• How would making HOPE LANTERNS help lift our site/school and say, WE MATTER?

• Explain: 
- With sunset happening earlier in the day now, sometimes it is easier to see the night than the LIGHT.
- But imagine how brightly the first star shines in the sky, even if it’s the only one visible.
- Now, imagine a sky completely full of stars and how much LIGHT that brings us each night.
- Each of you is a LIGHT to the earth, to your community, to your family and friends, and to your school.
- Individually, you already LIGHT UP THE ROOM.
- Our collective LIGHT could shine even more brightly if we were each living at our best.
• Ask:
- How do you feel about being a LIGHT to others?

ASK 1-3 QUESTIONS FROM THE LIST BELOW TO WARM STUDENTS UP ON THE 
ACTIVITY’S FOCUS:
 *NOTE: Choose questions appropriate to your students' ages, grades, ability levels, and classroom goals. Students  

 may share their answers in pairs, small groups, or as a large group.

2)

SET UP THE “HOPE LANTERNS” ACTIVITY:3)

• Explain: 
- Today, we’re going to represent that LIGHT by making lanterns and writing our HOPES on the outside.
• Pass out lined paper, pens or pencils to students. 
• Ask: 
- What HOPES do you have for yourself, your family and/or friends, and your community?
- Have students write down these HOPES on lined paper.
• OPTION A – Paper Lanterns of Hope – Use the paper lantern directions link to guide your creations.  
 Paper Lanterns Directions (https://bit.ly/2qsOTqD) 
• ***Before students glue their lantern together, have them write down their HOPES on the paper slits. 
• OPTION B – Plastic Bottle Lanterns of Hope ***This activity will need to be prepped. Here is a link that  
 provides a visual of the plastic bottle lantern (https://bit.ly/2qrOF2U ).

START THE “HOPE LANTERNS” ACTIVITY:4)
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• What did you notice today about yourself or others as you were creating your LANTERNS together?
• How does this activity remind you of the LIGHT you have to o�er others, and that is ever-present 
 within yourself?
• Would anyone like to share what they wrote down as their HOPE?
• Would you like to put our LANTERNS somewhere others can see them?
• How might seeing the HOPES we have written inspire others to find their own HOPES and dreams?
• How could you use your LANTERN to help someone else?
• Do you think we could turn what we did today into a community event?
- How could we do it?
- What if we let each person bring a homemade LANTERN to our community event?
• How could we bring HOPE to our community through doing an event with our HOPE LANTERNS?
• Do you think we share some of the same HOPES or desires for the future?
• How does it make you feel to be among other people who have similar HOPES to your own?
• How were you able to see that WE MATTER today?

AFTER THE ACTIVITY, ASK 1-3 OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS TO HELP STUDENTS 
REFLECT ON WHAT THEY’VE ACCOMPLISHED AND HOW THEY CAN TAKE THIS FOR-
WARD:
*NOTE: Choose questions appropriate to your students' ages, grades, ability levels, and classroom goals. Students  

 may share their answers in pairs, small groups, or as a large group.

5)

THANK STUDENTS FOR REPRESENTING THEIR “LIGHT” AND GOODNESS THROUGH 
MAKING THEIR “HOPE LANTERNS”. REMIND THEM THAT EVEN IF IT JUST FEELS LIKE 
A SPARK, THEY EACH HAVE A “LIGHT” CAPABLE OF BEING SHARED.    

6)

CHALLENGE STUDENTS TO REMEMBER THAT AS IMPORTANT AS INDIVIDUAL 
“LIGHTS” ARE, THERE IS ALWAYS MORE POWER WHEN MORE THAN JUST ONE 
“LIGHT” IS INVOLVED, AND TO FIND WAYS TO WORK TOGETHER TO ACHIEVE THAT 
BRIGHTER “LIGHT”.

7)

CONTINUE TO EXPLORE “LIGHT UP THE ROOM” BY LEADING ONE OR MORE OF THE 
EXTENSION ACTIVITIES.

8)

• Give each student the following supplies: One plastic bottle, halved, with labels removed, wire or yarn,  
 a sponge brush, and a bowl with Mod Podge/glue and water mixture.
• Set out other supplies: Tissue paper, shape punchers (optional), hole punchers, and permanent 
 markers.
• Have students write one or two HOPES on their LANTERN in permanent marker. 
• After writing their names and HOPES, students may use the hole punchers to put a hole on opposite  
 sides of the top of their LANTERN and string their yarn through the holes, tying a double knot 
 (Students may need help with this, or you may omit this step by drilling small holes in each of the 
 LANTERNS prior to this activity.)
• LANTERNS may then be decorated by using the glue mixture to adhere tissue paper to the outside,  
 being careful not to cover their HOPE or name.
• When students are finished, let them place their LANTERNS in a safe place to dry and have them wash  
 their hands.
• Each LANTERN will receive a battery-operated tea LIGHT to place inside.
• Once the LANTERNS are dry, students may take them home (unless using the extension activity.) 
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- NICHIREN DAISHONIN, JAPANESE BUDDHIST PRIEST

IF YOU LIGHT A LANTERN FOR ANOTHER, 
IT WILL ALSO LIGHT YOUR OWN WAY.
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EXTENSION 
IDEAS:   

 1) Hope Walk: Plan and conduct a community LANTERN walk. Let students make flyers to hand out,  
  and to make a social media event page. People from the community may make their own   
  LANTERNS to bring. They can be made out of glass jars (this also covers well with tissue paper),  
  paper mâché, upcycled items, or even vegetables, and should include at least one HOPE. Let   
  community members come together at a specific day and time (near sunset works best), and to  
  say their HOPE out loud as they are walking (if desired). It can be a powerful thing for community  
  members to hear each other’s HOPES and dreams. 
 2) Intricate Lanterns: Make LANTERNS out of more complex materials, like paper mâché, clay, or   
  3-dimensional objects. 
 3) Together or Apart: Once LANTERNS are finished and dry, place small tea LIGHTS inside and hand  
  them out to students. Let them spread out in the room, then turn out the LIGHTS. Let students see  
  how their LIGHTS shine when they are apart. Then have them get in a close group and hold their  
  LANTERNS together. Discuss what it means to have an individual LIGHT that serves a broader and  
  brighter purpose and compare and contrast the individual and collective lights. 
 4) Candlelight: Read the following poem (author unknown) to students, or give it to them to read,   
  then talk about what it might mean and how it can help them to LIGHT UP THE ROOM:
   
   “A candle’s such a simple thing;
   It starts with just a bit of string.
   Yet dipped and dipped with patient hand
   It gathers wax upon the strand,
   Until completed and snowy white
   It gives at last a lovely light.

   “Life seems so like that bit of string,
   Each deed we do a simple thing.
   Yet day by day as on life’s strand, 
   We work with patient heart and hand
   It gathers joy, and makes days bright
   And gives at last a lovely light.”

DO ONE OR MORE OF THESE EXTENSION IDEAS TO BRING 
THE LESSON FROM 15 MINUTES TO 30 MINUTES OR MORE.
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